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Abstract—In financial trading, trading at key time points (i.e., the best times for buying or
selling in specific contexts) is one of the most effective trading methods. Since key points
are random and sparse, their randomness needs to be investigated to predict key points
reliably. Based on measure theory, we propose an event mapping model to formally define
this randomness and express it in a low dimensional and normalized space Q through
mapping functions. Interestingly, when mapping functions are monotonic, the probability
of a key event can be approximated by those of nested random events in Q. Based on this
finding, we designed a long short-term memory based neural network to learn the mapping
functions and derived an asymptotic statistical learning (ASL) algorithm. ASL
automatically analyzes the convergence of random events in space Q and makes point
estimates on key events in trading. Compared with 12 existing algorithms on six real
datasets from NYSE, S&P 500, NASDAQ, cryptocurrency markets, etc., the algorithm ASL
reliably predicts sparse key events from many random events, which provides a method to
deal with the imbalance classification problem in predicting key events in trading. ASL
significantly outperforms other algorithms under different market situations in both
bull and bear markets.
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AI and FinTech

& DESIGNING EFFECTIVE ALGORITHMS for financial
trading to make profits has long been a broad
and in-depth research topic.1–12 From the perspective of stochastic optimization,13 the volatility and noise in financial sequences pose an
essential challenge for optimal trading: how to
achieve high returns and low risks in situations
that are unknown at the time of decision-making10
but will be known in the future?
The first solution is the prediction of trading
actions.6,9,14,15 Trading actions are operations
such as buying, selling, and holding. One popular
method of prediction of trading actions is applying deep reinforcement learning16 to map financial sequences directly to trading actions.6,14,15
There are two problems in this popular method.
First, considering that optimal buying and selling
actions are random and sparse events, predicting trading actions at every time point will output a lot of holding actions4,6 and still get a high
prediction accuracy. Second, considering the
statistical correlation of financial subsequences,
different subsequences have different prediction
effects on action predictions. One should split a
financial sequence into multiple subsequences
beforehand, instead of feeding the whole
sequence into neural networks for training and
predicting.
The second solution is price prediction.7,8,17
It is assumed that one can make optimal trading
if he/she can make accurate price prediction.
However, accurate price prediction is not
enough for optimal trading, because trading loss
can be large if one does not know price trends17
and makes error buying or selling at wrong
times. Even one can predict price trends,17 she
can still loss largely if she cannot accurately predict the random time points at which trend
reversals will happen.3,4
The third solution is turning point prediction.3,4,18–20 Turning points are such time points
that mark reversals of trends.3,4 There are some
ambiguities about turning points. Because turning points are defined by algorithms3,4,19 such as
using piecewise linearization approximation and
support vector machine (SVM)21 based classification, different turning points can be obtained
in two runs of the same algorithm on the same
context subsequences. Turning points found by
using the methods3,4,19 can contain a lot of
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suboptimal points, which are not true turning
points. Because true turning points are random
and sparse in financial sequences, turning point
prediction can be thought as an instance of
imbalanced classification problem.22
Based on the above analysis, first we propose
a concept of key point from the view of optimal
trading. Since optimal trading is context dependent, in this article, key points are defined as the
best time points to buy or sell in specific context
subsequences. Key points are very close to turning points conceptually, but definition of key
points captures three important concerns, i.e.,
randomness, sparseness, and context-dependences, since key points are optimal random events
in the optimal trading. Thus, second we study
the randomness of key points and make prediction of key points. The sparseness of key points
is handled in our prediction algorithm. The context-dependence of key points is handled in the
formal definition of key points in the “Context
Subsequences for Key Points” section.
We summarize our main contributions as
follows:






The concept of key points is formally defined
in specific context subsequences, namely
round bottom (RB) and round top (RT) subsequences for buying and selling, respectively.
Based on measure theory,23 an event mapping
model is proposed to formally define the randomness of key points and express it as key
events in a space Q through mapping functions.
When mapping functions are monotonic, the
probability of a key event can be approximated by those of nested random events in
Q. Based on this finding, we designed a long
short-term memory (LSTM)24 based neural
network to learn the mapping functions and
derived an asymptotic statistical learning
(ASL) algorithm to predict sparse key points.

As such, our solution provides a method to deal
with the imbalance classification problem of predicting key points. Compared with 12 different
algorithms on six real datasets from NYSE, S&P
500, NASDAQ, and cryptocurrency markets, algorithm ASL significantly outperforms the 12 algorithms under different market situations such as in
bull and bear markets.
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The rest of this article is organized as follows.
The section “Related Work” reviews some related
work on financial trading. The section “Context
Subsequences for Key Points” defines context
subsequences for key points. The section “From
key Points to Key Events” gives the event mapping
model. The section “ASL algorithm” presents
our algorithm ASL. The section “Experiments
and Analysis” presents the convergence and performance comparison experiments. The section
“Conclusions and Future Work” concludes this
article with some future studies.

RELATED WORK
The prediction of timing of trading focuses on
how to effectively predict the optimal time of buying and selling in order to achieve high returns
and low risks.3,4,18–20 A typical example of trading
timing is the turning point prediction, which
marks the trend reversal points in financial
sequences.3,4,18 Luo et al.3,4 investigated turning
point prediction by using piecewise linearization
and support vector machine (SVM)21 based classification, but the turning points obtained were
noisy. By using a Long Short-Term Memory24
based architecture, JuHyok et al.18 used upward/
downward reversal point feature sets to predict
reversal points, which were almost the same as
turning points by definition. Leung and Li20 studied optimal timing strategies for pair trading and
derived the optimal price intervals for market
entry and exit by applying a probabilistic methodology. Moews et al.19 proposed the use of lagged
correlation among different time series to predict
trend changes on a larger time scale than timing
of trading.
The prediction of trading actions of buying,
selling, and holding provides an end-to-end solution for financial trading.6,9,14,15 The deep reinforcement learning based trading6,14,15 can
predict trading actions directly from financial
sequences, since the reward computed from
future returns is a kind of weakly supervised signals.25 Future returns can be estimated by using
price prediction.8,26 One challenge of reinforcement learning is that the reward functions
designed should match the problem. Deng
et al.14 proposed a deep recursive network combined with a direct reinforcement learning to
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obtain trading actions from financial sequences.
By using transfer learning to reduce the need for
large amounts of training data, Jeong et al.6
designed a deep Q-learning network that can predict trading actions and shares to trade. Portfolio selection algorithms1,2,10 can also be
considered as a kind of action prediction, since
they predict the wealth allocation for assets at
the beginning of each trading period.
Almost any prediction task is a problem of
imbalanced classification.22 The general solutions are oversampling, undersampling,27 data
augmentation,28 etc. In this article, multiple random sample points are used to estimate key
events, which can be considered as a method
related to oversampling and data augmentation.

CONTEXT SUBSEQUENCES FOR KEY
POINTS
Suppose a financial sequence X can be represented as X ¼ fx
xi : x i ¼ ðoi ; ci ; hi ; li ; ai Þgni¼1 , where
oi ; ci ; hi ; li , and ai are the open, close, highest and
lowest prices, and trading volume at period i,
respectively. This section defines two types of
subsequences: RB and RT subsequences, to define
key buy points and key sell points, respectively.
We first define an auxiliary sequence
S ¼ fsi : si 2 Rgni¼1 , such that
si ¼ bRSIk ðciikþ1 Þ þ ð1  bÞRSIk ðaiikþ1 Þ; b 2 ½0; 1
(1)
where RSIk denotes the relative strength index
indicator;26 k 2 N is the backtracking parameter,
and is usually set to 10; 14; 30.
Through combining S and C ¼ fci gni , we
define the ith RB subsequence Bi as
Bi :¼ X UDii

(2)

where Di , Li , and Ui are three time points, as
shown in Figure 1. The first point Di is defined by
Di ¼ arg minfeðt2 tÞ ct g
t2½t1 ;t2 

t1 ¼ minft : st > a; t 2 ½Li1 ; Ui1 g
t2 ¼ minft : st < a  D ; t 2 ½Ui1 ; Ui1 þ TB g
(3)
where  2 ½0; 1 and D > 0 are small constants;
a 2 ½60; 100 is a threshold; TB is a window constant. Initially, we set L0 ¼ 0 and U0 ¼ n.
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this section establishes an event mapping model
based on measure theory.23 The model formally
defines this randomness and represents it in
space Q through the mapping functions. Under
the formalism, we also present a reference implementation of the mapping functions based on neural network learning to serve key point prediction.

Figure 1. Time points Di , Li , and Ui used to define
a RB subsequence Bi .

Base on the definition of Di , the points Ui and
Li are
Ui ¼

fct : st > a; ct > cDi g

arg max

t2½Ui1 ;Ui1 þTB 

(4)

Li ¼ arg minfct g:
t2½Di ;Ui 

For any RB subsequence Bi , we know that the key
buy point is at Li according to (4). Once two adjacent key buy points Li1 and Li are obtained, we
can define the ith RT subsequence T i as
L

T i :¼ X Lii1

(5)

and the key sell point is at
Ti ¼ arg max fct g:

(6)

t2½Li1 ;Li 

Event Mapping Model
The event mapping model consists of the
source space M, the image space Q, and the
mapping functions f and g between them.
Given any financial sequence X 2 Rn5 , we
define the source space M ¼ ðV  R5 ; A; mÞ,
where X  V; A is a set of measurable events;
m : A ! R is a measure function for events. It is
assumed that subsequences X ji ; i  j are m-measurable events, i.e., X ji 2 A.
From above definition, we know that any key
point Li 2 Bi (Ti 2 T i ) can be represented as a
L
T
buy (sell) event X Lii1 (X Tii1 ) in space M.
Considering the data noise and the dimension of M, we define the mapping function
f : A ! D to map events of M to those of the
image space Q ¼ ðY  R3 ; D; PÞ, where the function f is required to have the monotonic
property.
0

Some examples of RB/RT subsequences are
shown in Figure 2.

0

Definition 1. fðX ji Þ  fðX ji0 Þ, if X ji  X ji0 .
L

FROM KEY POINTS TO KEY EVENTS

For each buy event X Lii1 , we call the image
L
event fðX Lii1 Þ the key buy event and have following main theorem.

Considering the randomness of the occurrences of key points in RB and RT subsequences,

Theorem 1. Given any RB subsequence Bi , we
construct a set of nested events Vk ¼ X kLi1 to

Figure 2. Close prices of three RB subsequences (top three) and three RT subsequences (bottom three).
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L

approach the buy event V ¼ X Lii1 . Let
k ¼ Li1 ; Li1 þ 1; . . . ; Li , k0 ¼ Ui ; Ui  1; . . . ; Li ,
we have
Vk " V ; Vk0 # V
) mðVk Þ " mðV Þ; mðVk0 Þ # mðV Þ
) PðfðVk ÞÞ " PðfðV ÞÞ; PðfðVk0 ÞÞ # PðfðV ÞÞ:

points, respectively. Given the price factor ri of y i ,
when the close price cUi1 is known at point Ui1 ,
we can predict the best buy price cLi at the future
key point Li after the time passes Ui1 . The components hi and g i of yi can be analyzed similarly.
By (7) and (8), we have the optimal objective
to train fðX jLi1 ; u Þ as

Here, the binary relationship Xk " X represents
Xk  Xkþ1 and Xk ¼ X when k ¼ Li ; Xk0 # X represents Xk0 Xk0 1 and Xk0 ¼ X when k0 ¼ Li .

Proof. The first inference follows from applying
the monotonic convergence axiom of measure
spaces.23 Since the image measure P is a
derived measure, let PðfðV ÞÞ ¼ inf W :fðV ÞfðW Þ
mðW Þ. If Vk  Vk0 , then by Definition 1,
fðVk Þ  fðVk0 Þ. Thus,
inf

Wk :fðVk ÞfðWk Þ

fðWk Þ  fðVk0 Þ 

inf

Wk0 :fðVk0 ÞfðWk0 Þ

fðWk0 Þ:

By the monotonic property of m, we have
PðfðVk ÞÞ  PðfðVk0 ÞÞ and the second inference
follows. n
u
t
Similarly, we can define another mapping
g : A ! D , which follows the same definition as
Definition 1 to map sell events in M. We call the
T
image events gðX Tii1 Þ the key sell events.

Neural Network for Event Mapping
This section gives a reference implementation of the mapping functions f and g. The implementation is based on the LSTM24 based
network to learn our optimal objectives, so as to
learn the convergence pattern of key points
from many samples of RB/RT subsequences.
We first derive an optimal objective for
f : RM5 ! R3 . For any event X jLi1 of space M,

min
u

Li

2
N
1X
1 X


wi;j y^ij  y i 
2
N i¼1 M j¼L

where kk22 denotes the square of l2 -norm; N is the
number of RB subsequences; M ¼ Li  Li1 þ 1
is the number of nested subsequences;
jLi1
jp
wi;j ¼ tan ð2ðjþ1Þ
Li Li1 Þ are weights to strengthen
the need for the monotonicity defined in Definition 1: the greater the j the smaller the loss.
Similarly, given any RT subsequence T i ,
let y^ij ¼ gðX jTi1 ; #Þ; j 2 ½Ti1 ; Ti . The key sell
event y i is
PLi1
ak
cLi1 i
Li1  Ti1
k¼T
; h ¼ PT i1 ; g i ¼
:
r ¼1
i
cTi
Ti  Ti1
ak
k¼T
i

i1

(10)
The optimal objective for g is the same as (9)
except that N is the number of RT subsequences,
jp jTi1
M is Ti  Ti1 þ 1, and wi;j is tan ð2ðjþ1Þ
Ti Ti1 Þ.
With the optimization objectives such as (9),
we design the following LSTM24 based network
as the realization of fðX jLi1 ; u Þ and gðX jTi1 ; #Þ.
For t 2 ½1; M:
xt ; h1t1 ; c1t1 ; Þ
h 1t ; c1t ¼ lstm1 ðx

(11a)

h11 ; :::; h 1M Þ
½oo1 ; :::; o M  ¼ BatchNorm Dropoutð½h
(11b)

fðX jLi1 ; u Þ ¼ y^ij ¼ ð^
rij ; h
^ij ; g^ ij ÞT ; j 2 ½Li1 ; Li 
(7)
where u are parameters to be learned by the neural network defined in (11); y^ij 2 R3 are image
events in space Q. y^ij are estimates of the key
buy event y i ¼ ðri ; hi ; g i Þ defined by
PUi1
ak
cLi
Ui1  Li1
k¼L
i
r ¼1
; h ¼ PL i1 ; g i ¼
:
i
cUi1
Li  Li1
ak
k¼L
i

i1

(8)
Note that ri ; hi and g i are normalized variables
related to prices, trading volumes, and time
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(9)

i1

h2t ; c 2t ¼ lstm2 ðoot ; h 2t1 ; c2t1 Þ

(11c)

h2M Þ
z1 ¼ Dropout Preluðh

(11d)

z2 ¼ W 1

(11e)

z1 þ b1

32128 1281

321

z 3 ¼ Dropoutðzz2 Þ

(11f)

y ¼ W 2 z3 þ b2

(11g)

332 321

31

where x t 2 R5 is an event in space Q, which
is the input of the network; h 1t ; c 1t 2 R64 and
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h 2t ; c2t 2 R128 are parameters of the network.
The main idea is to encode an Q’s event
½x
x1 ; :::; x t ; :::; xM  into a vector h 2M 2 R128 by using
LSTM24 cells (11a) and (11c), and then output
the vector y.

ASL ALGORITHM
Since the mapping functions f and g can transform a context subsequence into multiple events
in space Q, i.e., random sample points, this section presents the algorithm ASL to analyze the
convergence of each set of random sample points
and make a point estimate for each key event.
Considering the procedures of buying and
selling are similar, we put their shared part into
ASL and extract their own state variables outside
ASL, i.e., the first part of the input of Algorithm 1.
For example, we can invoke Algorithm 1 with
tobuy ¼ True, S1 ¼ L, S2 ¼ U, and k ¼ f to decide
whether the current time point is a key buy point.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm ASL
Input:
1. Financial sequence X , current time index j,
mappings k 2 ff; gg, types of time points
S1 2 fL; T g, S2 2 fU; Lg, close price cS2 at
^, set q of r
^’s
points of type S2 , queue q of r
means, tobuy 2 fTrue; Falseg; RSI26 indicator
rsi
^, percentile
2. Mini-sample size d 2 ½10; 100 of r
p 2 ½1; 100, shift parameter D 2 ½10; 10,
RSI26 conditions rsib , rsis
Output: buy now; sell now
1 begin
2 let t = backtracking S1 in X j1
3 if not t then return if t þ 1 jthen q ¼ ½  put
kðX jt Þ½1 in q; let l ¼ lengthðqÞ
4 if l mod d ¼ 0 then
5
put the mean of q½l  d þ 1; l in q
6 let t = backtracking S2 in X j1
7 if not t then return if t þ 1 j then
8
q ¼ q½lengthð
qÞ þ D; lengthð
qÞ
9
cS2 ¼ X t ½2
10 let n be pth percentile of q
11 let r be the mean of n smallest elements in q
12 if tobuy and rsi < rsib then
13
compute c^Li by using (8) on r and cS2
14
if X j ½2 < c^Li then outputs buy now
15 if not tobuy and rsi > rsis then
16
compute c^Ti by using (10) on r and cS2
17
if X j ½2 > c^Ti then outputs sell now
18 end

The second part of the input of Algorithm 1 is
the hyper-parameters of ASL. Considering the
sparseness of key events, we design a lower
bound estimation for the price factor r of any
key event and the result is stored in the variable
r. Step 7 puts the mean of the most recent d esti^ ¼ kðX jt Þ½1 into the set q. Steps 13 and 14
mates r
sample the pth percentile samples of q and store
their mean in r. We use a shift parameter D to filter out some outliers in Step 11, so as to obtain a
stable sample of means. We use two RSI26 conditions rsib and rsis to prevent buying and selling
from premature convergence of the empirical
distribution of r.

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
We present two experiments and their analysis in this section. The first demonstrates that
the mapping function realized by the neural network (11) satisfies the convergence property
defined in Theorem 1. The second compares the
trading performance and behaviors of 13 algorithms on six datasets.

Datasets and Evaluation Measure
The six datasets were randomly selected
from six sources: NYSE Composite, AAPL, S&P
500 Index, TSLA, ETH-USD, and NASDAQ
Composite.y Each dataset was divided into three
parts: the training, validation, and testing datasets as shown in Table 1.
We use the three indices to compare performance: the rate of return (RoR), the sharpe ratio
(SR), and the maximum drawdown (MDD).
RoR is defined as
RoR :¼

vf  vi
 100
vi

where vf is the final value and vi is the initial
value of the asset.
SR is defined as
SR :¼

E½ri   rf pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 252
s½ri 

where ri is the random variable of the rate of
return of the asset; E½ri  is the expectation of ri ;
s½ri  is the standard deviation of ri ; rf is the risky

All six datasets can be downloaded from https://finance.yahoo.com/
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Table 1. Summary of datasets.
Dataset

Training

Validation

Test

Source

D1

[2005.05.07, 2009.06.25]

[2009.06.26, 2010.07.08]

[2010.07.09,2015.07.09]

NYSE Composite

D2

[2011.01.08, 2012.08.25]

[2012.08.26, 2013.01.11]

[2013.01.12, 2015.01.09]

AAPL

D3

[2013.01.11, 2014.07.26]

[2014.07.27, 2014.12.14]

[2014.12.15, 2016.10.21]

S&P 500 Index

D4

[2011.01.02, 2013.07.03]

[2013.07.04, 2014.02.17]

[2014.02.18, 2017.02.24]

TSLA

D5

[2015.12.17, 2017.08.03]

[2017.08.04, 2017.12.30]

[2017.12.31, 2019.05.10]

ETH-USD

D6

[1997.06.17, 1999.08.09]

[1999.08.10, 2000.02.21]

[2000.02.22, 2002.09.27]

NASDAQ Composite

free rate of return; and the default value for rf
here is 0.02.
MDD is defined as


vt  vt
MDD :¼ max max
vt
t2ð0;nÞ t2ð0;tÞ
representing the maximum drop ratio of the
value v of the asset in the period ½0; n.

Parameter Settings
Algorithm ASL is compared with the other
12 algorithms, one of which is the benchmark
algorithm UBAH (Uniform Buy And Hold); six are
the machine learning style algorithms: NE,9 PLRWSVM,4 AC,15 QL,6 AR,8 and MIE;7 five are the
portfolio selection style algorithms: UP,2 EG,2
ONS,2 A1,2 and CFR-OGD.1 The reason for considering portfolio selection algorithms is that the
trading of a single risky asset can be seen as a
special case of portfolio selection. The transaction fee is set to 2 % for both buying and selling
actions taken by all algorithms. The parameter
settings of the algorithms are as follows:








ASL: Our ASL algorithm: minisample size
d ¼ 50, percentile p ¼ 2, shift parameter
D ¼ 2, RSI26 conditions rsib ¼ 40, and
rsis ¼ 60 under RSI24 .
UBAH: The Market strategy, i.e., the uniform
BAH (Buy And Hold) approach.
NE: An evolution computing based algorithm9: the population size is 512; the overall
mutation rate is 0.2; the crossover probability is 0.75;
PLR-WSVM: A turning point prediction algorithm:4 RSI24 ðtÞ < 40 for buying, RSI24 ðtÞ > 60
for selling; aPLR ¼ 0:05, bPLR ¼ 5, nwop ¼ 1, and
nwtp ¼ 1.
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AC: An actor critic based algorithm:15 num_units ¼ 128, keep_prob ¼ 0:5, learning rate
h ¼ 0:001, exponential decay rates b1 ¼ 0:9,
b2 ¼ 0:999, and  ¼ 108 .
QL: A Q-learning based algorithm6: learning
rate is 0.00001; batch size is 64; g is 0.85.
AR: An attention based LSTM24 algorithm:8
p ¼ q ¼ m ¼ 64, T ¼ 10, Tr ¼ 20; P and N are
equal and chosen from f4; 6; 8; 10; 15; 20g.
MIE: A neural network algorithm using multiple technical indicators:7 layers in f4; 5; 4; 3g,
epochs ¼ 200, blocksize ¼ 128, and seed
¼ 1234.
UP: Universal Portfolio algorithm:2 d0 ¼ 0:004,
d ¼ 0:005, m ¼ 100, and S ¼ 500.
EG:
Exponential
Gradient
algorithm:2
h ¼ 0:05.
ONS: Online Newton Step:2 h ¼ 0, b ¼ 1, and
g ¼ 1=8.
A1: AntiCor algorithm. A1 is called BAH30
(Anticor) in the OLPS tool.2
CFR-OGD: Combination Forecasting Reversion strategy for Online Gradient Descent:1
 ¼ 10 and w ¼ 5.

Convergence Analysis
This experiment demonstrates the effect of
Theorem 1. According to Theorem 1, we randomly picked a RB subsequence Bi from a test
dataset and constructed a set of nested subsequences Vk from Bi . After calling fðVk Þ, we
obtained the random events shown in Figure 3.
The horizontal axes of subfigures in the top
half of Figure 3 are values of random variables
^; h
^; g^ , and the vertical axes are relative time
r
t ¼ j  Li1 ; j 2 ½Li1 ; Ui . The instances can be
divided into three groups. The first group
t 2 ½0; Ui1  Li1 ¼ 152Þ represents the migration
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^, h
^, and g^.
Figure 3. Empirical distributions of r

of data points. The second group t 2 ½152; Li 
Li1 ¼ 821Þ represents the asymptotic convergence before the key point Li . The third group
t 821 represents the data points after Li .
Empirical distributions are given by three subfigures in the lower half of Figure 3, where the axes
are switched. Each short vertical line segment on
each time t represents the mean and variance of
data points in interval ½t  49; t. The key values
r ¼ 0:4226; h ¼ 0:6767; g ¼ 0:2188 are marked as
the horizontal lines. Data points in Figure 3 show a
convergence pattern from Theorem 1: the means
gradually approach the horizontal lines and the
variances show a tendency to decay.

Performance Analysis
The experimental results from the parameter
settings in the section “Parameter Settings” are

shown in Table 2. The performance ASL is the
best on all except one MDD index. Compared with
the second-ranking algorithms, ASL improves RoR
rates in ½25:87%; 153:67%, SR rates in ½38:29%;
1298:80%, and MDD rates in ½26:86%; 84:99%.
Compared with UBAH, ASL improves RoR rates in
½74:65%; 551:88%, SR rates in ½137:03%; 448:87%,
and MDD rates in ½41:40%; 259:00%.
The running RoRs of top six algorithms are
shown in Figure 4. Because of the sparseness
of key points, the algorithm ASL did not take
many trading actions, but it did well at the key
buy and sell points. For example, the buy
points near the 450th day of D1 and the 290th
day of D3 were captured; the sell points near
the 150th day of D2 and the 520th day of D4
were also not missed. By taking a small number of robustly actions, the profits of ASL on

Table 2. Summary of performance.
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Figure 4. Dynamic RoRs of six algorithms on the six datasets.

the all datasets except D5 show steady growth
trends.
We also find that key events predicted by ASL
show some robustness in dealing with the randomness of key points. For example, between
day 240 and 350 of D2 , ASL did not choose the
first lowest price point near the 260th day, but
the second one near the 310th day. We also see
this robustly behavior from day 250 to 320 of D3
and from day 200 to 350 of D4 . The reasons for
those may be that ASL estimates the lower
bound of the price factor r and the time factor g
is also used as one of the training targets in (8).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In order to predict random and sparse key
buy and sell points reliably, it is necessary to
establish a mathematical model to predict their
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random occurrences, and then derive an efficient algorithm. Based on the measure theory,
we propose an event mapping model and algorithm ASL to solve this problem. Compared
with other 12 existing algorithms in six datasets, the results show that our ASL algorithm
outperforms the other algorithms in accurate
predicting random and sparse key events in
trading.
The main idea of the ASL algorithm is to
analyze the convergence of random sample
points generated by mapping functions instead
of directly estimating the probability of key
events. In the future, we will further study the
asymptotic statistical properties of random
sample points, including the upper and lower
bound probability estimation of key events,
and design of new neural networks to achieve
these.
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